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s @Yoga_Girl— In Yoga Lady, Brathen takes visitors beyond her Instagram feed and shares her trip
like never before—s practicing handstands on her behalf stand-up paddleboard or teaching
Downward-Facing Pet dog to the masses, Rachel Brathen—Instagram’NY Situations BESTSELLER
By the yoga exercises instructor who inspires several million followers on Instagram every day.s built
through yoga exercises and meditation in Aruba today.Whether she’from her self-destructive
teenage years in her hometown in Sweden to her adventures in the jungles of Costa Rica, and
finally to the beautiful and bohemian life she’has made it her mission to share inspirational messages
with people from almost all corners of the globe. Featuring spectacular photos of Brathen practicing
yoga with breathtaking tropical backdrops, along with step-by-step yoga exercise sequences and
simple recipes for a wholesome, happy, and fearless way of life—Yoga Lady is like an armchair
vacation to a Caribbean spa.
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But she does say somewhere that the reserve was written on the most chaotic, travel-intensive
year of her lifestyle, and IMHO that basically comes through in the composing.. This is even more of
a coffee table book. It is refreshing to visit a healthy and attainable look presented! This one is
mainly pictures, yoga instructions, and quality recipes with Rachel's life tale intertwined so it is really
not large on text in any case. Her message is quite upbeat and positive, very much like her
Instagram feed and public presence. My complaint about the publication, though, is definitely how
scattered it really is, and how it just skims the surface of some very deep topics - her existence
story included.... A great, yet heartbreaking story with a happy ending Rachel is a talented article
writer and amazing storyteller.A bit superficial. She touches on the top of her life tale and what
brought her to the lifestyle she now qualified prospects, but didn't really go into depth any further
than the TV and radio interviews I've heard her do. and it is honestly one of my favorite things you
can do but also often a little challenging to fit in - I manage to work out every day but getting a
yoga course that I can fit in between work is difficult and for that reason I typically practice only
once a week!.Finally we end with moments of silence; Probably this is at the demand of the
publishers and not from the author's intent. with light tales intertwined. There are a few interesting
recipes just like a natural coconut chocolate, but also some irrelevant stuff thrown in (a recipe for
clean natural tea??) From reading Rachel Brathen's Instagram feed over time, I would say this
woman has even more of a article writer within her than this reserve lets on. If you're searching for
something meaty, you may be disappointed. If you're looking for color, light motivation, and some
very basic yoga exercise instruction, this might maintain you occupied for a few hours. I, for one, will
be looking forward to something more mature and substantial from Rachel Brathen after she's lived
some more life and provides another go at writing a reserve. Its compelling reading; I desire it were
much longer! I was a bit skeptical of what this publication had to provide and expected it to be yet
another Yoga book.Nevertheless, I was pleasantly surprised and Loved reading Rachel's story and
suggestions for a better life - the book is short and super easy to go through. Less yoga as I would
like and her flexibility is definitely crazy - don't feel like a loser when you can't perform what she can
- also after practicing for several years. Love it I really like yoga but We am a bit and miss
person.We practice yoga on my own every time yet I found the yoga web pages of the reserve to
be helpful for me too - I believe what this reserve does effectively is make yoga very accessible and
understandable. This book is excellent! Since her directions are very easy to follow, that can be
done everything on your own at home and not worry about what other people thinks of your
downward puppy. Greta job Rachel! An excellent read and beautiful instruction to a far more
balanced... Ha, most of us thought we knew more than we actually cared to afterwards admit and
often went still left when our parents informed us to go correct.. She doesn't linger on a subject too
long and clarifies how yoga arrived to her life, that was very intriguing to learn.life! I have already
been practicing yoga on / off for 15 years; She also dips into some of her deeper insights on
lifestyle and development, and the purpose of yoga, but once again, it sensed choppy and almost
frantic, and didn't go into anything in depth. I simply felt like I needed a little more motivation and with
all the rave reviews for Yoga Girl , I went ahead and purchased this book!I'll begin with the first thing
that stood out, and that is the pictures. Gorgeous inspiring shots of yoga poses, or simply simple
each day moments occur stunning scenery! Makes me just want to apply more, ideally in a location
that's depicted in this book! Reading her publication and finding out all that she's experienced (a lot
can be an understatement) provides better picture of why she is who she is today. There are
therefore many books out there , with tiny, nearly emaciated people airbrushed to perfection,
informing others how to reach those requirements which, are smoke and mirrors because of careful
editing or need mammoth daily exercise time and a diet of nothing but green smoothies! but a

colorful, entertaining read nonetheless I enjoyed this reserve and read it really quickly, even though I
actually generally avoid reading books because I'm a slower reader and pretty Insert about it. I stick
to Rachel through Facebook/IG so that it was nice getting to know her more as well through this
publication. I think I bought it used. I recommend pursuing her on Instagram--she's real, raw, and
100% down to earth. It is well crafted and encouraging; peppered with a Sun Salutation Sequence
and also notes for success,Chapter two discusses in order to love the future, you need to love
"what has come before" and the writer will take us through her history with very different beginnings,
involving medications, alcohol and excessive behavior and , how this designed her path and the life
she leads today! ; and the notion of producing peace with the past makes sense and we cannot
modification what has happened, only learn! No book ?? Package came empty ?? Great book! The
yoga exercises sequence is core, balance and shoulder function.Chapter 4 is approximately the
soul ; the energy we put out, finding balance, and hearing your body , ending with a great Vinyasa
sequence, including a beginners guide. Chapter 5 is normally something I can certainly stand to
check out more and that is going with the flow, accepting the fact that challenge is section of
lifestyle, and embracing the nice times along with the bad, with an excellent restorative sequence to
follow! Chapter six helps visitors to place love over dread - moving past fears, understanding that
nervous energy is definitely us breaking new ground and collecting new experiences including an in
depth and challenging inversion set!. the manta: "We must love ourselves to be able to receive love
from others". This section acquired the best photography; and simply discusses being within our
lives and viewing the beauty that surrounds us. I also treasured the truth that this section ends with
medication; and is a simple, attainable guide to getting started!There is so very much to love about
this book. Certainly recommend the read! The workout sequences are detailed both in photos and
illustrations producing them easy to follow along, and they are compact enough that you could do a
little every day, or make one much longer workout! There are even quality recipes thrown in nothing necessarily brand-new or complicated, but healthful, plant based ideas that are basic and
easy to make!A great read and beautiful guideline to a more balanced.. Her tale is moving, inspiring
and you may find yourself in the pages as well. Well -- If you experienced a childhood of many
changes, hurt and defiance which MOST young girls trying to find their way through adolescence
do so well. Great read, you can undertake the pages quickly ..existence! Meh, but an inexpensive
beach read Fluff piece. $5 probably? It is possible to read it in a day. Good beach read but not a
book to learn about yoga exercise...The book is then divided into 7 chapters - the first Yoga
exercise Every Damn Day appears the lives we lead and finding methods to incorporate balance
and yes, yoga into our lives - simple measures we can take. It's hard to find a social media star as
down to earth as she actually is. But what also is notable, is Yoga exercise Woman aka Rachel
Brathen , is definitely a normal looking healthy individual! Five Stars Love Rachel's function! I think a
lot of people struggle to try yoga because they think they'll not be good enough for it - Rachel
definitely jumps over that and delivers an extremely down-to-earth approach. If you are thinking of
buying this publication, you won’t regret it. Rachel can be an amazing author. I liked every second
of reading this book.) A pleasant surprise I purchased this book entirely out of curiosity mainly
because I follow Rachel in Instagram and saw that she had released a reserve. The yoga exercises
exercises thought are very detailed and well explained and the book will probably be worth having
on hand for when you choose to follow Rachel's guidelines. I bought this reserve after seeing it in
the library---for the pictures. They inspire me therefore much. And it's full of pictures! I also like, love,
love her mantra that balance means you could have your red wine as well as your green juice,
your chocolate and your kale - I have constantly believed in a wholesome and happy stability and
yoga Young lady does too! Learn about how a young woman proceeded to go from troubled to

locating her bliss. This section has a great sequence : " Twists, hips and hamstrings"Chapter three
talks about life paths, opportunities, and acquiring charge of our lives, again intensely centered
around the knowledge of the writer ,but detailing methods we are able to make change too. Love
this book, and recommend to anyone attempting to learn basic yoga exercises.The introduction
simply makes sense - the fact that most of us run around, trying to earn more, own more, diet
more, look better, looking for balance when actually balance simply comes from slowing down "
understanding your body and needs". Beautiful book! Appreciate her vulnerability in how the lady
shares of herself. Great read, you can move through the pages quickly when she is telling her tale
of becoming Yoga Girl. The types of poses are great and recipes look super. Love the guidance
though more than anything. Five Stars LOVE Rachel and her publication. Though it can benefit us
achieve more stability and get more yoga exercises into our lives, it is not done in a preachy
method, but rather the authors shares personal encounters from her lifestyle that tie back again to
changes we are able to make.... This book is a keeper. I finished the reading section very quickly as
I could not put it down..and yoga filled.and yoga exercise filled. Thank you Rachael!
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